Setting the Watch-DOG 2 Internal Clock
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Put Watch-DOG into Clock Set Mode:
a. Hold magnet at Target #3 while watching LEDs until they all flash orange and then remove the
magnet. LED #1 will now stay lit red.
(Note: the LEDs will flash green then red then orange while you hold the magnet at the target)
b. Hold magnet at Target #3 while watching LEDs until the remaining LEDs (#2 + #3) flash orange
and then remove the magnet. LED #1 will now stay lit orange.
c. Hold magnet at Target #3 while watching LEDs until the remaining LEDs (#2 + #3) flash orange
and then remove the magnet. LED #1 will now stay lit green. The Watch-DOG unit is now in
clock set mode.
(Note: the unit will return to normal operating mode after 1 minute if there is no further
interaction with the magnet and the targets)
Set the hours:
Hold the magnet at target #1 while watching LED #3. Each flash of the LED signifies a 1 hour
increment. The LED flashes red for AM and green for PM. Count the flashes until you reach the
desired set time, then remove magnet. The LED will then flash corresponding to the current set
hours. If you need to add additional hours to the clock, hold the magnet at the target until you add
the number of hours desired. Please set the clock hours to local standard time.
Set the minutes:
Hold the magnet at target #2 while watching LED #2 (middle LED). Each flash counts as an
increment of 5 minutes. The count starts at zero whenever the LED changes color. Count the
flashes until you reach the desired set time, then remove magnet. The LED will then flash orange
for each 5 minute increment. If you need to add additional 5 minute increments to the clock, hold
the magnet at the target until you add the number of increments desired.
Save the time:
You must exit the Clock Set Mode and save the clock settings by swiping the magnet across target
#3.
Confirm the time:
You can confirm the clock setting by holding the magnet at target #3 for 3 seconds (watch the
LEDs, they will change from green to red). Remove the magnet and count the flashes displayed
on the LEDs. Hours will flash first (red = AM and green = PM) on LED #3, flowed by LED #2
flashing orange the number of 5 minute increments.
Example:
To set the hour to 4:25 PM, hold the magnet at the target until you count 5 successive green
flashes (corresponding to 12, 1, 2, 3, 4 PM). When you remove the magnet, the LED will flash
green 4 times (corresponding to 1,2,3,4 PM). Then hold the magnet at target 2 until you see 6
successive flashes of the same color (corresponding to 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25), then remove the
magnet from target #2. LED will flash 5 times (5x5 = 25).
Swipe the magnet across target #3 to save the changes.
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